For Date: 08/14/2017 - Monday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-18923</td>
<td>0034</td>
<td>SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY</td>
<td>finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: Caller reporting 2 youths carrying backpacks in the park making noise.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: 33-Off with 2 youths at the football field.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: 33-Clear, spoke to the youths advised that bikes and tobacco products are not allowed in the park area, and sent on their way.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 17-18924    | 0058 | PARKING COMPLAINT      | log info. only |
|             |      |                        |              |
| Vicinity of: MAIN ST |
| Narrative: 26: Mail truck parked on side of the road, unusual for this time of night. |
|             |      |                        |              |
| Narrative: 26: Contact postal service |
|             |      |                        |              |
| Narrative: DSP contacted Postal Police, they will attempts to contact local Postal facilities and obtain status of vehicle. |

| 17-18925    | 0143 | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK | finish |
|             |      |                        |        |
| Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD |
| Narrative: Check of the property |

| 17-18926    | 0144 | PARKING COMPLAINT      | log info. only |
|             |      |                        |              |
| Vicinity of: [WIL 1362] SUBWAY - CONCORD ST |
| Vehicle: BLK 2011 GMC Reg: FC TN T5485D VIN: 2CTALMEC7B6414753 |
| Narrative: 33: Vehicle parked in the area |

| 17-18927    | 0329 | ALARM, BURGLAR        | False Alarm Town Owned B |
|             |      |                        |              |
| Location/Address: [WIL 1031] WATER DEPARTMENT - ANDOVER ST |
| Narrative: Alarm called in as motion in Mike's office. |
|             |      |                        |              |
| Narrative: 32-Clear, checked secure, nobody in area. |

| 17-18928    | 0612 | ALARM, BURGLAR        | False Alarm Town Owned B |
|             |      |                        |              |
| Location/Address: [WIL 86] HIGH SCHOOL - CHURCH ST |
| Vehicle: WHI 2006 FORD SRWSUP Reg: CO MA M33067 VIN: 1FDWF35P16EC61709 |
| Narrative: Alarm called in as main entrance and D1 exterior stairs. |
|             |      |                        |              |
| Narrative: 34-Keyholder on scene. |
|             |      |                        |              |
| Narrative: 34-Clear, accidental by contractors on scene. |

| 17-18929    | 0614 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint | finish |
|             |      |                        |        |
17-18930 0623 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: GROVE AVE + BURNAP ST
Narrative: Traffic enforcement

17-18931 0628 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: GROVE AVE + BURNAP ST
Vehicle: WHI 2016 SUBA CROSST Reg: PC MA 325TF9 VIN: JF2GPABC2G8313085
Narrative: Written warning for speed.

17-18932 0629 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: GROVE AVE + BURNAP ST
Vehicle: WHI/GRY 2012 FORD F150 Reg: PC MA 2WK247 VIN: 1FTFW1ET3CE00810
Narrative: Citation issued for speed.

17-18933 0649 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: SALEM ST + LOWELL ST
Narrative: Traffic enforcement

17-18934 0650 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Vehicle: GRY 2014 DODG JOURNE Reg: PC MA 874TX9 VIN: 3C4PDEBG3ET118137
Narrative: Citation for no registration sticker attached and speed

17-18936 0724 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: BURLINGTON AVE
Narrative: ACO removed deceased skunk

17-18937 0733 Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address: [WIL 237] DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS, WILMINGTON - ANDOVER ST
Narrative: 33 off at the DPW

17-18938 0800 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other
Vicinity of: INDUSTRIAL WAY
Narrative: caller reporting possible water main break in roadway in front of this location. Water Dept notified and will respond.

17-18939 0820 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: RICHMOND ST
Narrative: ACO removed deceased possum
17-18944 0923 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: CHESTNUT ST
Narrative:
10 day quarantine issued
Refer To Incident: 17-923-OF

17-18945 0929 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Vicinity of: RICHMOND ST + MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2009 HONDA ACCORD Reg: PC MA 919WK4 VIN: 1HGCP26399A001422
Vehicle: GRN 2014 TOYOTA COROLLA Reg: PC MA 1CA744 VIN: 2T1BURHE6EC26499
Narrative:
two car MVC, no injuries.
Narrative:
37 - 3rd vehicle was involved and left the scene, only description was a pickup truck
Narrative:
37 - Clear, property damage only, paperwork exchange, see crash report

17-18947 1008 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILLOW ST
Narrative:
Check of the cemetery

17-18948 1040 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1434] WINDSOR PLACE - WEST ST
Narrative:
Report of an injured bird in the courtyard
Narrative:
ACO clear, GOA employee will call back if seen again.

17-18951 1207 Police Departmental Service finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
Mail Run

17-18952 1222 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: CHESTNUT ST
Narrative:
Citation 2201 issued for leash law violation.
Narrative:
Ref call # 17-18803

17-18953 1249 PARKING COMPLAINT finish
Vicinity of: JONES AVE + GLEN RD
Vehicle: BLK 2013 NISSAN ROGUE Reg: PC MA 767MEC VIN: JN8AS5MV5D633425
Narrative:
Caller reporting a black Nissan Rogue parked on Jones Ave, operator walked towards the lake.
Narrative:
29- vehicle is GOA, clear.

17-18954 1253 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Vicinity of: LAWRENCE ST
Narrative:
ACO picked up an orphaned rabbit, will be bringing it to Woburn Vet Hospital
17-18955    1301    MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1110] SALVATION ARMY - MAIN ST
Vehicle: RED 2000 TOYT SE AVALON Reg: PC MA 8375GG VIN: 4T1BF28B5Y026201
Vehicle: WHI 2013 AUDI 4D Reg: PC FL BKSI31 VIN: WADAPFL81A063833
Narrative: Minor crash in the lot, no injuries
Narrative: 33- assisted with paperwork exchange, clear.

17-18956    1336    ANIMAL COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: MCDONALD RD
Narrative: citation #2152 issued for unregistered dog.

17-18957    1338    ANIMAL COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: MEDFORD ST
Narrative: citation #2153 issued for unregistered dog.

17-18958    1421    BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK Investigated
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Vehicle: GRY 2004 DODG 1500 Reg: PC MA 5BV121 VIN: 1D7HU18E94J207030
Vehicle: BLK 2003 DODG RAMTRU Reg: PC MA 728RP3 VIN: 1D7HU16N93J549801
Narrative: 37 out checking pumping station behind Shea Concrete. a couple vehicles are parked there.
Narrative: 37 reporting they check okay. parties are fishing. also a couple teenagers on bicycles fishing in pond.

17-18959    1425    SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Location/Address: [WIL 67] CAREONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Narrative: Employee from CareOne requesting an officer respond regarding an alleged abuse of a patient by a staff member.
Refer To Incident: 17-925-0F

17-18960    1431    TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: GLEN RD
Narrative: enforcement

17-18961    1431    BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: area check

17-18964    1458    ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: FRANKLIN AVE
Narrative: 10 day quarantine lifted.

17-18965    1503    MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: WHI 2018 CHEV UT EQUINO Reg: PC MA 774G VIN: 2GNAXVEV3J6115614
Narrative: Verbal warning for crosswalk violation.
17-18966  1503  DISABLED MV
Vicinity of:  SHAWSHEEN AVE
Vehicle:  GRY 2004 CHEV SE MALIBU  Reg:  PC MA 64SJ18  VIN:  1G1ND52F94M648856
Narrative:  DMV.
Narrative:  29: On the phone with AAA. Will stand by for a few. He is not a traffic hazard.
Narrative:  29: AAA ETA 45 min. Will check back later.

17-18967  1506  FOUND PROPERTY
Vicinity of:  MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative:  Anonymous female party turned in found jewelry. Gold chain with a US marine core k-bar charm.
Narrative:  SEE REPORT
Refer To Incident:  17-924-OF

17-18968  1512  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of:  MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle:  BLK 2000 AUDI 4D S4  Reg:  PC NH 4122355  VIN:  WAUDD6D2YA033133
Narrative:  Verbal warning for failure to use care

17-18969  1513  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of:  MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle:  WHI 2001 SUBA FOREST  Reg:  PC MA 4FK86  VIN:  JF1SF63551H765215
Narrative:  Verbal warning for crosswalk violation.

17-18971  1527  Police Departmental Service
Location/Address:  [WIL 161] MARKET BASKET - MAIN ST
Narrative:  Video surveillance ready for pick up.
Narrative:  Ref:  17-288-AR

17-18975  1550  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH
Location/Address:  MAIN ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2014 HOND UT CRV  Reg:  PC MA 119HX6  VIN:  2HKRM4H77EH714996
Vehicle:  RED 1991 MAZD MX5MIA  Reg:  PC MA 6CC724  VIN:  JM1NA3517M0204466
Towed:  For: Accident By:  Cains Towing
Narrative:  2 car mvc. Possibly one injury
Narrative:  Cains notified.
17-18976 1552 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: ROUTE 62 HWY + EARLES ROW
Vehicle: WHI 2016 HOND LL FIT Reg: PC NH 3466094 VIN: JHMGK5H91GS009330
Narrative: Written warning for unsafe lane change.

17-18978 1608 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: [WIL 76] NEO RESINS - MAIN ST
Narrative: Radiobox activation.

17-18979 1611 LOCKOUT OF STRUCTURE or MV cancel
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLU 2004 DODG PK RAM TRUCK Reg: PC MA 923FHE VIN: 1D7HU18NX4S515844
Narrative: motor vehicle lockout.

17-18981 1650 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY cancel
Vicinity of: I93 SB38
Narrative: Vehicle smoking called in by State PD

17-18983 1706 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: Check of the beach.

17-18984 1728 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SHAWSHEEN AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2016 JEEP GRANDC Reg: PC MA 4PP997 VIN: lC4RJFCG5GC376864
Narrative: Written warning for red light violation.

17-18985 1732 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1028] LIBRARY - MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: BRO 2006 HOND UT CRV Reg: PC MA 31FN74 VIN: JHLRD78916C047751
Vehicle: BLK 2006 BUIC SE LACROS Reg: PC MA 824CVA VIN: 2G4WE587861122740
Narrative: 2 car minor MVC

17-18986 1736 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 80] SHAWSHEEN SCHOOL - SHAWSHEEN AVE
Narrative: Check of the skate park.

17-18988 1841 Police Log Entry finish
Narrative: 37: Spoke with group of children about the trash on the ground. They are picking it up.
17-18989 1858 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Vicinity of: COREY AVE
Narrative:
Caller reporting a young black lab in the area. No tags and no collar.

DISP: Owner called to report the dog missing. The dogs name is Luna and it belongs to 20 Grand st

DISP: Contacted the caller and he stated a man who claimed to know the Animal control officer took the dog to his house. He does not know who he was or where he lives.

ACO notified.

17-18990 1919 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: DEMING WAY
Narrative:
Smoke detector activation. FD responding.

17-18992 1924 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE + CASTLE DR
Narrative:
Passer by reporting female slouched over on a rock wall.

33: Off with her by Roberts Rd. She says that she is fine. Her mother is also here to pick her up.

37: She does not want to go with her mother. She will be walking to her friends house in Burlington at 13 Phyllis Ave.

17-18993 1949 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: LAWRENCE ST
Narrative:
1st floor motion.

29: House checks secure.

17-18994 1950 COMPLAINT Could Not Locate
Location/Address: BORDER AVE
Narrative:
Caller reporting three trucks with dirt bikes drove up the electrical wire access road next to her house.

33: Drove as far down access road as possible. Unable to locate, clear.

17-18995 1958 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: BRATTLE ST
Narrative:
Caller reporting a male party was laying down in his neighbor's front yard. When the caller went to check on him party seemed incoherent. Male party grey t-shirt, jeans, 6ft tall with a bicycle nearby.

Narrative:
37: Party was upset that he blew a tire on his bike. Car 29 will follow him to his house to make sure everything is ok.

Narrative:
37: Out at his residence
Narrative:
37: Family member with pick up truck enroute
Narrative:
29: Bike and party have been picked up

17-18996 2023 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1582] MILLER LANDSCAPING - MAIN ST
Narrative:
33: Back gate open, notify owner.

Narrative:
Disp: Owner notified, he stated he locked the gate himself and is 10 min away to check on it.

Narrative:
33: Have owner call station if he notices anything missing.

17-18997 2027 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: CRESENT ST
Narrative:
The street sign for Crescent St. off of Broad is missing.

Narrative:
Faxed to DPW.

17-18998 2030 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: RIVER ST
Narrative:
River st sign at Mass ave is missing.

Narrative:
Faxed to DPW.

17-18999 2032 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: FANEUIL DR
Narrative:
Faneull Dr street sign at Harvard ave is missing.

Narrative:
Faxed to DPW.

17-19000 2051 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Narrative:
Traffic enforcement.

17-19001 2057 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Vehicle: BLU 2007 TOYT 4D COROLLA Reg: PC NH 4218542 VIN: 2T1BR32E27C848454
Narrative:
Verbal warning for defective equipment
17-19002 2113 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Vehicle: GRY 2012 NISS UT ROGUE Reg: PC MA 5CBS80 VIN: JN8AS5MV1CW704991
Narrative:
Verbal for speed.

17-19003 2127 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE
Narrative:
Traffic enforcement.

17-19004 2135 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE + HARRIS ST
Vehicle: BLK 2004 FORD UT ESCAPE Reg: PC MA 5XC294 VIN: 1FMCU941X4KA81328
Narrative:
Written warning for speed, and defective break light.

17-19005 2210 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: [WIL 67] CAREONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
911 hang up
Narrative:
DISP: Spoke to Donna on call back. No emergency.

17-19006 2212 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative:
Check of the beach.

17-19007 2236 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST + HARNDEN ST
Vehicle: RED 2017 JEEP UT WRANGL Reg: PC MA 7HM671 VIN: 1C4BJWDA8HL546547
Narrative:
Written warning for red light violation.